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Biography: Nick Kostovic.
Nick Kostovic was born on December 06, 1950 in an area now known as
region Dalmatia, currently Split Croatia. I graduated from Split
Gymnasium in 1969 with an Associate of Arts Degree in Humanities
and Science.
I am Italian and US citizen. I have strong Italian ties through my father,
Ivo Kostovic who mother was Italian. Through his father roots he has
and Asian origins. He was born on the island of Drvenik-Veli when it
was part of region Dalmatia, Italy called Zirona.
My mother Bosiljka Rodic Kostovic, great great grand daughter of
Djurdja Mandic, mother of NikolaTesla with Russian roots, was born in
city Omis also originally from Dalmatia region, Italy. Dalmatia was part
of Italy for many centuries and currently Dalmatia is located in Croatia
Europe.
Novel & Advanced Technology in Medicine by Bio Electron’s
Photons Laser Acupuncture
I, Nick Kostovic, for the first time in recorded history have eliminated
magnetic from regular electromagnetic electricity. I also created the next
six steps described below. I did this by developing a proprietary way of

reversed current RC to create what is bio electricity. The device I created
is called the Kostovic BioTechnological Energizer, K-BTE Medical
Laser Device
First, my center has successfully developed special current circuit and
canceled magnetic from electromagnetic by new discovered RC reverse
current.
Second, this device extracts bio electron photons from H2O electric fluid
by wire and wirelessly.
Third, while using the K-BTE device therapist has absolute control of
speed/frequency of these released and enriched bio electron photons, by
high Voltages /120V, 240V or more/and Micro and Nano Amperes.
Today technology can perform only in AC industrial Mili Amperes /it is
1thousand point of 1amperes/ it is to high frequencies, and it is Electric
shock therapy and even lethal if performed in higher Voltages from 12
V, to patient with human body resistance to the ground of 1000 Ohm
wet.
Fourth, bio electrons photons are converted into the strength of Micro /
1million point of 1 Amperes/, or Nano /1billion point of 1 Amperes/
Amperes allowing the bio electricity even with multiple sheaves to
softly penetrate into the whole brain, /helping brain to defeat cancer by
“burn of” malignant cancer, clean from clots which caused stroke,
destroying in the brain number of sick cells which caused different
Neurological disorders, with no harm to the healthy cells/spine cord,
hearth or any other physical organ with zero harm to the healthy cells. It
was never before achieved in the world Medical science.
Fifth, in the process of extracting bio electron photons from the electric
fluid it can include transference of hundreds of different natural acids as
well as amino acids. Each biological agent BA is capable to transfer 3 to

6 different natural and amino acids, by enriched /coated/ bio electron
photons in any physical organ including penetration of whole brain for
example. World’s science in Medicine is far behind such novel and
advanced and most efficient technology in healing and cleaning human
organs.
Sixth, these enriched bio electrons photons are wirelessly transferred
through and olive oil coating on the skin enabling the bio electricity to
softly penetrate / bio electron photons always penetrate softly on the
skull or skin surface/ deeply and efficiently targeting the specific ailing
human tissue.
This process is always skillfully directed into the body with the very
gentle frequencies of Micro and Nano amperes allowing zero risk of
negative consequences.
Definition of Bio Electrons’ photons:
Bio Electrons’ Photons are sub elemental quanta energetic forms of bio
electricity. Bio electricity is converted from Tesla AC industrial
electricity, connected by a special circuit. The special circuit enables us
to produce RC reverse current.
Reverse current is a carrier of a magnetic charge and unmistakably
“extracting”, AC magnetic from electromagnetic charges. Industrial
electrons directly release magnetic charges in the opposite direction
from its AC electrons. Loosened electromagnetic charged electrons are
converted in the lower stage/grade of “Sub Elemental Quanta Bio
Electron’s Photons” particles. “It never become Positrons”

Performing in Micro Amperes and Nano Amperes

Today's standard technological advances are only capable to perform
laser medical surgeries at the strength of Mili Amperes which is: 1A=
1,000 Mili Amperes.
Today's standard technological advances are only capable to perform
laser medical surgeries at the strength of Mili Amperes which is: 1A=
1,000 Mili Amperes.
Using the power of only 10 - 12 Volts of electricity this equates to
electric shock or most probably lethal shock. So, it is too dangerous to
heal unhealthy organs.

The Kostovic Bio-Technology Energetic Device has the ability
to extract bio-electron’s photons from H2O electric fluid. Creating
1A= 1,000,000 it is 1 A = 1,000,000 Micro Amperes and 1A =
1,000,000,000 Nano Amperes.
Using the power of 120 Voltages or 240 Voltages or more, but creating
Micro amperes or even Nano Amperes we do not create any electric
shock, nor is it at all lethal. Instead Nick Kostovic discovered the
technology to produce photons of electrons at this micro and nano
amperes level that is gentle yet precise and efficient in burning off the
dead cells, and energizing the hibernating healthy cells in the central
nervous vascular system and the organs that he is working on.
Capable of performing all types of laser medical surgeries on the
brain, heart, breast cancer or other cancers in any other physical
organ with no harm to the healthy cells and no side effects. He has
been performing treatments for last 15 years with more than 40,000
hours using the gentle strength of Micro Amperes and Nano Amperes.
-Micro Amperes maximum strength output between the first energetic
field and the second energetic field on the floor of K-BTE (see diagram)
are using 2 D/C Micro Amperes to 15 D/C Micro Amperes, with an
average of 8.5 Direct Current, D/C Micro Amperes.

-This measured current is confirmed for the body's resistance from 1,000
/wet/ Ohms to 100,000 /dry/ Ohms or more, it doesn't even matter wet or
dry it is not risk and it is absolute safe. The penetration of the bio
electron’s photons on the surface of the skin is soft. The severity of a
lethal shock is absolutely eliminated as these Voltages can not produce
any dangerous electric shock to the body.
Only our method of combining high Voltages with low Micro Amperes
and Nano Amperes has the capability to destroy and kill all Cancer
Viruses, Hepatitis Viruses, Heart Disease, brain tumors, ALS,
Parkinson's, Dementia, Alzheimer's Disease, plus bacteria and microbes
which leads to numerous other diseases that thrive in the decaying tissue
and oxidized proteins. These prematurely aging organs are starved of
their blood supply due to the plaque in the vascular system preventing
nourishment & oxygen in the blood supply from reaching and feeding
the basic cells in the organ's fiber tissue resulting in decay and the
premature aging of the organs.
More basic information about canceling magnetic from Tesla
Alternating industrial current AC, enabling us to produce bio
electrons. Nobody, no science in the world did it, and it is biggest
discoveries /after penicillin was discovered in 19 Century by
Alexander Flaming/ in 20 and 21 Centuries. It will rescue tens of
millions of lives each year world wide, from patients suffering from
number of different terminal diseases.
Millions are dying each year because of lack of knowledge and lack
of technology in Medical science in the world today! Sorry it is fact,
each year die more cancer patient for decades, with all these top
experts PhD new discoveries and developed technology for decades.
Only my Novel and Advanced Technology in Science will radical
exchange such disaster and significant decrease dying of millions of
cancer patients..
By the way after75 years of Nikola Tesla my great grand grand
Uncle, it is first new developed technology in physics and

electromagnetic field, and we used in Medical science and it is first
break through in healing from cancer, and others terminal diseases.

The KBTE Medical Laser Device is created in a proprietary method
where we assemble in a special circuitry 120V- DC/AC/RC-reverse
current (canceling the magnetic from the electric) which then is
transferred through (H2O) water electric fluid. After deleting the
magnetic aspect we extract the bio electrons from this water ( H2O
electric fluid), controlling their direction and strength (Micro and Nano
amperes frequency). Lastly, we add in extracted bio electron’s photons
enriched with a number of natural and amino acids. We incorporate
these natural acids into our Biological Agents Device. Therapist has
absolute control on the frequency, speed and strength of these bio
electron's photons.
Today’s scientific formula for electromagnetic current power is: I=V:R
(I=current; V=Voltages and R=Human resistance to ground in Ohms).
Today's standard technological advanced medical surgeries use lasers
which can only perform at the strength/frequency of Mili Amperes,
which is: 1A= 1,000 Mili Amperes. Please understand that if the human
body’s resistance to ground is 1,000 Ohms (wet) and using 120
Voltages which is 1.2 Mili Amperes or 1,200 Micro Amperes, then it’s
threshold impact, would result in electric shock and death. This is
today’s current official technological development in laser medicine.
Our KBTE Device's maximum strength output among the first energetic
field and the second energetic field are 2 Direct Current DC producing
Micro Amperes, the maximum level is 15DC Micro Amperes, with an
average of 8.5 Direct Current, DC.
This measured current is confirmed for the body’s resistance from1,000
Ohms /wet/ to 100,000 Ohms /dry/ or more, it doesn’t matter wet or dry.
The severity of any lethal shock is absolutely eliminated as these
voltages cannot produce a dangerous shock. The technician’s hands feel

a slight tingling sensation. The client’s hands on the first energetic field
feels a slight repelling action (not an attracting sensation), because we
have separated electro from electromagnetic industrial electricity
converting it in bio electricity.
The KBTE medical laser device is such an innovative discovery due to
this special circuitry of DC /direct current/, AC /alternating current/ and
RC /reverse current/. Knowing the Human body’s resistance to ground
could be 1,000 Ohms (wet) yet using 120 voltages of AC we very safely
produce the gentle effect of 12-15 Micro Amperes(DC). By utilizing this
newly discovered Reverse Current and separating electro from magnetic
we prevent electromagnetic shock. Our K-BTE device utilizing these
gentle Micro Amperes frequencies we can effectively burn and disperse
dead cells and oxidized proteins from fiber tissue. This frequency is
10,000 times less than the strength of today’s developed laser
technology. These energetic acupuncture type penetrations on the
surface of the skin are soft, not at all an electric shock. It doesn’t matter
the human body’s resistance is 1,000 Ohm /wet/, or 100,000 Ohm /dry/
or more, it just doesn’t matter anymore because we are producing such a
low frequency of Micro Amperes. We can even bring it down further to
the Nano Amperes frequency which is 1 billionth of the amplitude.
On a daily basis, our cells are always being born, multiplying and dying.
When we are young our bodies can disperse and get rid of all the dead
cells in fiber tissue. We have cells that eat these dead cells and
oxidized proteins and excrete it from fiber tissue. But with aging the
dead cells are produced faster than the aging body can excrete them and
they pile up.
The oxygen and protein rich blood supply is prevented from interacting
with the muscle fibers due to this build up of dead cells. These
nourishing proteins become oxidized proteins. These oxidized proteins
become our number one (1) enemy, as they attract parasites, microbes
and bacteria’s etc. So now the human body not only has dying fiber
tissue / the building blocks of muscle tissue/, but we also have different

diseases developing. If we are not able to cleanse this declining fiber
tissue from the dead cells and oxidized proteins, then the fiber tissue will
die, creating a domino like effect killing more and more fiber tissues, the
building blocks of the human body’s muscle’s organs.
For the first time in history our discovery has enabled us to maintain the
physical organs. As I clearly outlined we do this by first cleansing the
fiber tissues, burning away the dead cells and oxidized proteins with our
wireless biological electrical acupuncture treatment. After we have
burned away the dead cells and oxidized proteins making space for the
healthy blood supply to finally reach the fiber tissues, then body can
rebuild healthy fiber tissue.
Cancer & Viruses

Our studies are based on 70 to 100 years of research in physics,
biology, chemistry and electromagnetic fields, from many brilliant
Nobel prize winners.
One brilliant German scientist, Otto Warburg won the 1931 Nobel
Prize discovered:
• viruses avoid oxygen because it kills them
• viruses influence depraved/distorted healthy cells by lack of oxygen
• healthy cells degenerate and desperately extract sugar
• this degeneration of healthy cells produced number of new malignant
cancer cells
• malignant cells are emerged mostly by viruses, and start to eat fiber
tissue, oxidize proteins, and healthy fiber tissue
• cancer cells start growing into mass tumors
• Modified cancer cells, after “ripped off” its spread out from
protection in the shell/membrane’s nest. It needs oxygen for multiple of
own cancer cells, so it starts spreading out from nest releasing malignant
cells with growing metastases, multiplying in the human body….

About 2,000 helpless people die in the US every single day because of
the false knowledge and practices in the current PhD community. In last
50 years, an increase of dying cancer patients reached an unprecedented
1,250 percent. Meaning, each year an average 20 to 25 percent.
According to our findings about this PhD, the results: DO NOT
MATCH NUMBER OF PEOPLE WHICH DIE, IN COMPARISON
WITH HEALED PATIENTS. THE INCREASE OF DEATH EACH
YEAR, VERSUS THE HEALING OF CANCER PATIENTS
DECREASE EVERY YEAR. IT IS A CRIMINAL ACT THAT
THESE FINDINGS AND RESULTS ARE NOT PROPERLY
BEING HANDLED CREATING A DISASTROUS SITUATION
FOR THESE PATIENTS.

Radio static surgery of Boron 11 isotopes make fission in Helium 7
and Lithium 4 a powerful supplement to feed/nourish cancer cells
and even release Gamma photons which become a powerful killer of
healthy brain cells. Gamma photons kill all of the healthy brain
nerve cells on its path. Chemotherapy, after long usage, instead of
treating and killing the cancer cells ends up nourishing the cancer
cells in more than 70 percent of cases. After that, the cancer cells
may blow up/explode and kill the patient in a few days via horrible
torture in which the cancer starts eating away the closest physical
organs, fiber tissue and bone tissue. Such important information is
being suppressed from the public which is an inhumane crime to
these patients.

Science has confirmed that acids such as Oleic/linooleic acids,
lemon/lime acids, non-ripped fig tryptophan acids are the most powerful
killers of cancer cells based on Lab results in NIH and Baltimore
Institute etc. research. However, they were never able to extract and

transfer their healing properties to cancerous affected human’s physical
organs, since they had never discovered or developed bio-electron lasers.
Bio electron lasers are able to transfer these natural acids. With pure 99
percent sugar cane alcohol and above mentioned natural acids, when
converting bio electrons by these acids in enriched / coating bio
electrons, we received the most powerful destroyer of different
malignant cells and metastasis, with no harm to the healthy cells.
Today's official sciences in Medicine is far behind this new
technology
Bio electrons carry natural acids in energetic form, and its fuel depends
on huge amounts of oxygen, which is capable to destroying the viruses.
Oxygen from a bio energetic form of bio electrons are destroying
viruses, and there is nothing else capable of doing this and receiving
such results in today's world’s modern technology. We continuously
destroy viruses by using these energetic natural acids which are coating
bio electrons, enabling them to start powerfully destroying also known
as “burning off” the cancer cells, oxidize proteins, parasites, etc.
Bio electrons have the capability to be directed from two or more
opposite directions using biological agents on a particular spot,
powerfully destroying tumor masses, by eliminating/killing the
malignant cancer cells. Destroying the cancer cells by enriched bio
electrons could be monitored from a ultrasound machine from minute to
minute. This is important clue and evidence that the technology is
working.A well-known institute in Tel Aviv Israel called Tehnion, based
on our document, is testing and confirming this method of striking the
cancer with Industrial electrons / they never developed bio electron laser
/ and monitoring by ultrasound moment by moment.

Furthermore, 99% pure sugar cane alcohol can produce an impact for
cancer cells simulating as “Volcano Lava” and this extremely powerful
method, melted this sugar’s cancer cells own ingredients’ in the form of
glowing red-hot sugar. It started to melt down its “own cancer cells”
with no harm to the healthy cells. It is the only way to defeat cancer, and
we are the only establishment in the world capable of succeeding with a
100% of destroying malignant cancer.
For this reason, only we are capable of saying: "I am able to
definitively tell you that curing cancer is no longer a dream. It has
become viable reality with my newly developed advanced, priceless,
innovative technology. I have personally been successfully in
treating and curing cancer for the last 20 years, 3 years in Europe
and more than 16 years here in the USA. The prototype of my
K-BTE Medical Laser Device has logged over 40,000 hours of direct
use. The K-BTE equipment has no side effects and is affirmatively
physiologically safe causing no harm to healthy cells. This developed
technology is based on Natural phenomena best described in
comparison with some areas in Himalayas, and new era in
healthcare bio-energetic technology emerged with zero risk which is
100% absolute safe."
My discovery and the technology I have developed is beyond today’s
science, including the U.S.A. and other world wide science
communities; they are far from achieving what we have
accomplished in Medicine, Electromagnetics, and Quantum Physics,
Quantum Biology, and Quantum Chemistry.

Effective use of K-BTE medical laser device in malignant cancer
cases
Patient D. is a 69-year-old female who had six malignant brain
tumors with mutiple lissions.
This description as one of the most significant examples of healing
malignant cancers with the K-BTE medical laser device, after UCLA
radio static surgery failed.
Patient D. was diagnosed with malignant hemangiopericytoma. There
were multiple lesions throughout the brain. One tumor was located in the
occipital region, two tumors were in the right frontal region. Additional
tumors were growing including the left parasagittal motor and apex of
the parietal region and one positioned in the left frontal area. Due to the
multiplicity of lesions, the doctor at UCLA could only suggest
radioactive radiation therapy on the entire brain. This treatment is highly
dangerous with a bleak prognosis.
When the entire brain is treated with radioactive radiation it prevents
spinal fluid from clotting. The patients can’t survive and they will begin
to lose their memory, gradually be paralyzed, become blind, and have a
dramatic weight and hearing loss leading to death. Patient will die in less
of the two months. Patient declined this radiation treatment and opted
for our bio-electric surgery and therapy at the Biotechnological Health
Center.
The beginning of therapy for Patient D. was very painful. Our treatment
is to wirelessly send biophotons to kill the multiple lesions of cancer
cells, a total of six (6) tumors within the brain.
We attacked the cancer cells with bio electron’s photons, enriched by fig
acids, lemon acids, and Oleic and Leno Oleic acids. These converted and
the enriched electrons are now put in kind of the elemental energetic
form of the bio-electricity. Using this bio electricity of enriched
electrons by natural and amino acids we were able to wirelessly burn

away the cancer cells from the brain tissue without harming the healthy
cells enabling the body to easily excrete them.
These elementary energetic values of bio electron’s photons penetrated
deep into the brain, immediately started to combat by burning the
multiple lesions away, and destroying the tumors.
With each session, the pain lessened and became more tolerable. After
58 treatments, multiple lesions were “burned off” and completely
destroyed.
Also, three mass tumors were shrunk and another three new mass
formations tumors were destroyed and dispersed-vanished, with no side
effect. All unhealthy cells dispersed with no negative side effects.
The brain recovered and Patient D. returns to a normal functioning vital
life. This was all accomplished with no harm or injury of any kind to any
healthy cells.
Additional 35 treatments were provided on Patient D’s brain, just as
for preventive measures, to make sure there were no hidden unhealthy
cancer cells. Utilizing this same process of transferring elementary laser
beams of enriched electrons of “biological electricity” throughout the
brain we were strengthen the brain in reviving and regaining the natural
flow of neuron electrical and motor impulses.
When Patient D. and I visited her former UCLA doctor, their medical
records confirmed our unprecedented successful healing process. After
Patient D.'s successful recovery, she continued to live a healthy and vital
life for an additional 5 years.
K-BTE Medical Laser Device which performs bio electric surgery and
therapy, provided improvement in healing, that are based on sufficient

and valid scientific evidence and has demonstrated that the K-BTE
device as labeled will provide clinically significant results while it does
not present an unreasonable risk of illnesses or injury associated with the
use of this device.
Patient E., a 13 years old female, showed the pituitary gland was
enlarged with bilobed 1.7 cm tumor mass abutting the optic chiasm,
consistent with a macro adenoma. It caused an increase of prolactin
registering 49.4 NG/ML and TSH to 487mU/L. Pituitary gland
tumor are caused an unbalance level of TSH and Hyperthyroidism
(over active thyroid).
Therapy was performed with K-BTE medical laser device . The enriched
bio electron’s photons were transferred in the form of elementary
laser’s beams of biological electricity through biological and mineral the
agents (gold and pyrite), penetrating deep into the mid brain. The first
cycle 25 sessions of treatment powerfully destroyed the mid brain
pituitary gland lesion.
Prolactin levels came down to 10.17 NG/ML and TSH levels came
down to 19.61 UIU/ml.
The second cycle consists of 26 sessions, the lesion was struck with the
same technique. Through this exclusive bio electric surgery and therapy,
we effectively eliminated the extension of the lesion and tumor mass that
was affecting the optic chiasm..
As a result, the brain blood stream was normalized, vision was
improved, headaches subsided and her lost menstrual cycle resumed.
The bilobed pituitary lesion decreased from 1.7 cm (17mm) down
significantly to 1.05 cm (10.5mm). Prolactin 13.7 NG/ML and TSH
decreased to the appropriate level of 2.65 Mu/L. The Hyperthyroidism
(overactive thyroid) caused by a pituitary gland brain tumor, was
effectively returned to normal level 2.65 Mu/L.

The brain completely recovered and this was accomplished without any
possibility of reversing or spreading of the malignant brain tumor, and
without any negative side effects.

Patient F., is a 70 years old female with a type of lung cancer. The
mass measured 3.8 cm, and was on the right side and had already
metastasized.
The permanent striking of the tumor with elementary laser’s beams of
the bio electricity was done in an 140 sessions. The goal was to shrink
and eradicate the possibility of any further growth. We struck the
affected areas of the lungs through the front and back of the body.
Multiply sheaves of the elementary laser’s beams of enriched bio
electron’s photons of the biological electricity were administered
through biological and mineral agent’s gold and pyrite, effectively
penetrating and burning the metastasis and the tumor mass.
We struck the mass with sheaves of elementary laser’s beams of
biological electricity tremendously increased by the elementary
energetic values from virgin olive oil, (natural acids), Oleic and Leno
oleic acids, antioxidants, non-saturated fats, and polyphenol. The
“burned off malignant cells and tumor masses were effectively destroyed
and naturally excreted from the body with no possibility of multiplying
or spreading.

Patient G., is a 74-year-old male. The pathology report showed an
aggressive type of prostate carcinoma. The present level of G lessons
score is 4+4, and prostate gland is enlarged and measured 10.5 cm.
The inflammation of the prostate gland has been present for the last
year and his PSA measures 9.4 points. The patient noted frequent
attempts to urinate especially throughout the night.

The bio electric surgery and therapy was performed by K-BTE medical
laser device, striking the prostate gland and surrounding areas. After 20
sessions of therapy Patient G. had a MRI with and without contrast.
Reports confirmed that the patient was cancer free, with no
inflammation and the prostate gland showed slightly larger than normal.
Blood tests measured PSA levels at 5.6 which had decreased from 9.4.
The prostate gland shrunk from 10.5 cm to 5.5 cm. The 5.0 cm of
difference consisted of cancer cells, dead cells, piles of oxidation
proteins and rotten tissue. These piles of oxidation proteins and rotten
tissue had been “burned off” by K-BTE device creating no harm to the
healthy cells and with no negative side effects. This is the first case in
the world to eliminate 5,0 cm of sick unhealthy tissue from prostate
gland without “standard” surgery. Normal urination was restored.
The vascular system of prostate gland was cleaned from any internal
congestion caused by harmful cholesterol. Also, the gland was cleaned
from any dead cells caused by oxidation of proteins. These causes of
oxidized proteins have a crucial impact in development rotting tissue
and aggressive malignant cancer. The function of the prostate gland was
restored by performing bio electric surgery and therapy using K-BTE
medical laser device.
The aggressive malignant cancer was cured. Additional treatments were
provided for the recovering and the regeneration of the prostate gland,
and bladder, as well as restoring PSA to the normal level. Patient G. is
living a vital and healthy life with fully functioning prostate and bladder.
The thyroid gland tumors cause imbalanced THS levels. With our
bio electric therapy Hypothyroid (under active thyroid) can be
recovered. We approached the thyroid gland with enriched
electrons of the elementary laser’s beams in our revolutionary
effective healing process.

We wirelessly direct elementary laser beams to penetrate into the thyroid
gland and surrounding areas cleansing the glands vascular system of the
congestion from unhealthy cells as well as the piles of oxidized protein
and the dead cells inside the gland fiber tissues.

The dying of cells is caused by the oxidation of over compressed toxic
proteins. Performing “bio electric” surgical and therapy makes room for
new healthy cells and proteins. Simultaneously, the new cells are
stimulated and nourished by the elementary ingredients in biochemical
links of enriched bio electron’s photons with natural and amino acids.
Superior and inferior thyroid arteries, superior middle and inferior
thyroid veins were cleansed.
The veins, arteries and capillaries filled with sticky layers of harmful
cholesterol, and clots were dispersed, with no harms to the healthy cells,
and without any negative side effects. The tumor cells were killed and
the tumor shrunk.
The remaining dead small tumor mass posed no discomfort so Patient
decided to leave it. But it could have been surgical removed if the
patient wanted, as there is no longer any risk of spreading living tumor
cells. If the tumor was living, then with any surgical procedure there is a
99% chance of those cells spreading throughout the body.
These techniques performed by our K-BTE medical laser device
eliminated the Hypothyroidism (under active thyroid) returned the
thyroid gland to normal function and TSH levels to normal.

Patient H. suffered from planocelulare larynges cancer. The cancer
was progressing. The evaluation revealed an affected mass of 3.5 cm.

The K-BTE medical laser device was used in the energetic cycle of 125
sessions on Patient H cancer. We struck the tumor mass with elementary
beams of enriched bio electron’s photons of the biological electricity
simultaneously from both sides of the throat. The sheaves of enriched
elementary beams easily struck the cancer mass, penetrating deeply in
the throat area. The mass was reduced. The malignant cells were
effectively destroyed eliminating the possibility of these cells
multiplying. This malignant tumor of 3.5 cm mass was ultimately
destroyed without any side effects. The mass was completely reduced
and vanished.
Patient I. suffered pancreatic cancer. After only 90 sessions (a short
treatment) using the K-BTE medical laser device and striking by
enriched bio electron’s photons, the tumors in the pancreas were
blocked and shrunk. The metastasis through pancreas and liver
were destroyed and the Patient I regained a fully healthy life.

Patient O. was suffering from malignant skin cancer on the face and
skull. These malignant unhealthy cells were struck “burned off” by
bio electron’s photons enriched with different natural and amino
acids. Although Patient O was in very bad condition, was reported
that the treatment performed by laser medical device K-BTE, was
not painful. In only two months ( we consider as short time use ),
skin cancer was completely eliminated, with no scars’, no harm to
the healthy cells and no negative side effects. Patient O was
completely recovered, and cancer didn’t return.
Brest cancer: Patient P. 80 years old, suffered from the breast
cancer. The pills based on kind of the chemo therapy didn’t stop
swelling of tumor mass. Walter Reed Hospital only option was to
suggest surgery.
Patient P. refused surgery and came to my office in Fredericksburg
VA, in March of 2011.

Performing by K-BTE medical laser device, we released with our bio
electricity’s enriched bio electron’s photons, penetrating through the
skin, killing the unhealthy cancerous cells and significantly shrinking the
tumor. The patient P. avoid surgery and returned to her healthy and vital
life. Treatments were short term use.
I felt that the Obama camp was a completely ignorant
administration regarding this. The USA dying rate for cancer is
approximately 2,000 U.S. patients die each day, and 2,000 U.S.
patients die from heart attacks each day. We could have rescued 90
percent of these patients. In US it is silenced.
It is currently an epidemic with how the FDA is handling these
issues. With their current immunology, it will even increase the rate
to 3,000 or 4,000 people to die each day, or even more because they
have wrong approach. You will see it for yourself, these PhD
exterminators have become even worse.

